Following is a questionnaire from the legendary book,

“The Place of Houses”
http://www.amazon.com/Place-Houses-Charles-Moore/dp/0520223578

used, with personal permission of the surviving authors, as a
way for those attempting to get their arms around what they
need when designing a new home.

It is a great tool!

Yours

Now it is time to establish a kind of check
list to identify the choices which you must
make if you are to invest your house with
the care which will bring it alive as the
center of your world .
There are many excellent books which
describe in detail the techniques for building
a house and keeping it strong and weather
tight, and we shall not attempt to repeat
those descriptions here. Instead, we will
describe only those choices which require
a value judgment from you .
Care is the natural enemy of stereotype,
and stereotype of care. So we must make
."hatever detours are necessary to avoid
even such stereotypes as I/living room/
lest somebody ask, "What do you do there?"
and you find yourself having to say, flLive.J!
To identify the components of your house,
the facts which restrict or aid choice, the
choices you actually have, their importance
to you, and their intersection with other
choices, we have organized the lists to
follow certain paths. These are the paths
r.1ade through your house by water, air,
paper, food, dishes, clothing and linen,
eiectricity, cars, and other objects . Then we
1~1

list the paths made (and departed from)
by adults and children in your household,
by others you invite, by service people, by
burglars, by pets . Finally, we describe the
paths along which the nlind and the mind's
eye are enticed. Each of the paths can be
labeled, and their intersections noted.
The answers YOll make will not define a
"plan" for your house . They will serve
instead as a test to check against the ways
there are of assembling ro01.1S and machine
domains and fitting them to the site. In
evitably there will be conflicts, which YOll
can resolve in favor of whatever is more
important to you . There will also be am
biguities, which you can cherish if you are
of a mind to. But donlt cheat on the choices,
or take shortcuts. The fru1t of shortcuts is
stereotype.
The paths of things and of people and of
the mind's eye, then, we shall list as:
Water
Air
Paper
Food
Dishes and other cooking utensils
Clothing and linen

Electricit~,

Dirt
Cars
Other Objects
Adults (you should note them separately)
Children (you should note them separate!
Invited guests
Service people
The uninvited
Pets
Images
The first lists indude, after a description
of each element, a set of choices (in italics)
witry room for you to check your decision
and to note its importance to you . V\'ith
most of the choices we note the difficulties,
limits, special opportunities, standard equip
ment, or standard dimensions relevant to
that choice.

or be worth the continuing trouble (as some
say oiled wood or a butcher block is).
How will the water from the sky get off the

"oon

o
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This is the cheapest, but may

can mess lip the garden or splatter against
the foundation of the house.
D Throl.lgh gutters !lnd downspouts They are
relatively expensive and can clog with leaves
or look bad.
Through SPOllts or gargoyles These can look
fine , but might splash onto some vulnerable
surface .

e

I,tVhat do you want to do with the water when it
hits the ground?

o
o

Water
Water falls onto your house from the sky,
and drains away on or under the ground.
It also enters in pipes and bottles, is used
up or mixed with pollutants, and is then
swept away . You're in for the falling water,
unless you live in an apartment or a desert,
and if you are within the reach of sanitary
inspectors, you are in for piped water, too.
The bottled is optional.
Not optional is the gravity which will
cause the water to run inexorably downhill,
or the changes water will cause in almost
any material it touches, from silver-gray
weathering and warping and staining and
causing fungus on wood, to streaks on
stucco and concrete, to rust on iron, to
corrosion on aluminum, to the beautiful
green patina on copper. Thus, decisions have
to be made about every surface along the
water's path, so that it can be impervious
(like glass, marble, glazed tile, or Formica)
or even changed for the better (like copper)

Uncontrolled

be forbidden by local building codes, and it

o

Let it soak in Okay if the soil is gravelly or
sandy enough to absorb it.
Get rid of it underground Like gutters and
downspouts, this method can be expensive.
Run it in visible channels Can be hand
some and, if it fits your garden scheme, can
take water to plants.

Where will your household water come from?

o
o

o

A well Necessary in the country and usually
available .
A tank Necessary in the country where a
well cannot be dug.
The city1s pipes Always available in town
and cheaper than a well or tank .

How will you heat some of it.

o
o
o
o

Oil
Gas
Electricity
Other The answer to this set of choices, if it
depends on cost, can be obtained by contact
ing each utility supplier.

Where will the heater be and how many of them?

o

Near the machines it serves

This is the cheap

o

o

est (lnd most efficIent, but won' t work If ;lit the
machines aren't close together.
OnC?, servillg machines spread apart Less con 
venient since taps will take longer to warm LIp ,
but more cconomic~1.
~cveral, SenJiHg seJJarate grouJJs of machines
More convenient; less economical.

Where do you I1ke to mIx drinks?

o

o

o

vVhere do you WJnt water olltsLde.
o Near plants that need watering Garden hoses
are cheapest; undergroLlnd and automated
systems are available.

o

To form a pool or pond

Inside, what do you want to wash your food in?

o

By the sink
At a separate secluded bar

Water can be
piped in for mixing drinKS and washing glasses;
or it can be brought in, in a pitcher, and the
glasses taken back to the main sink.
At a separate bar in a public place Has the
advantage of being close to the activities it
serves, indoors or out.

Where do you wash your clothes!

OAt a commercial laundry
OAt home This is done in a washer, about
3~'' wide x 30" deep x 36" high, loaded from
top or front . The washer
nied by a dryer of about
Smaller versions of each,
can be bought, and these
tub is favored by some.

Single or double sink, of porcelain or stainless
steel Sinks are usually mounted in counters;
the standard counter height is 36", but if you
are tall or short you may want to vary this .
Standard counter depth is 25".

is generally accompa
the same size.
about 24" :< 24" x 3&',
can be stacked. A

If you wash your clothes at home, where?
What do you want to wash your dishes in?

o

o The sink

o

Economical; tolerably convenient.
A dishi.vasher This can be built under a
counter beside the sink, with a front opening 
in which case you wilt face the issue of
whether it should be right or left of the sink
-or in a portable machine which hooks to
the sink's water supply and generally opens
from the top.

Where do you want to wash your food and
dishes?

o
o

favored by those who live in terror of the
machines flooding .
Where

o
o

C In a secluded area

Offers privacy and insula
tion for the rest of the house, from the noise
of your dishwasher if you have one. It aLso
offers you privacy, if you want it, from other
adults and children.

o

o

o
o

In a more. open area adjoining a room or an
outdoor space Depends on whether or not
you have someone else wash your food and
on whether or not you like to be with others
if you do it yourself.

With a view, whether from an open or a
secluded area Can be pleasant and useful
for keeping an eye on your family .
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Near -;.uhere clothes and linen collect and
where people sleep and dress
Near where the person who runs the machines
would like to be
Isolated in the basement Inconvenient, but

WIlt

people wash their faces and hands.

In the! kitchen sink

Not very glamorous and
provides little privacy, but it's there anyway.
In a sink near pubLic spaces Extra expense,
but useful, especially for guests .
In a sink in a private space It is almost ·es
sential to have a place for washing and groom
ing near sleeping areas.

In an isolated sink near a private space
Provides yisual and acoustical privacy, if you
want it, and the advantages of the sink in a
private space.

What kind of sink do you want?

o

o

Mounted on the wall
Nlounted in a counter

:J Somei.vhere else For example, an outdoor
shower, if you h::lve a pool or pond or are nea r

{Nhat size sink do you want.

o
o

Standard height

the ocean.

Higher
Lo~ver

Sinks are generally 32" or 33" high,
whtch can seem uncomfortabl~r low if you Jre
above medium height. Counters are generally
18" to 24 11 deep .

\ Vhat ...;iil people wash their bodies in?

'--' Bathtub

This is the most common device, a
receptacle usually 5' long - though 4 '6'1/ 5'6",
and 6'0 11 lengths are also a vailnbie - by about
2'8" wide, and about 15" high. These stand on

What color sink do you want?

the floof, Of they can, for rather more money,
be sunk into it. They are meant to be sat in
though modern ones are not deep enough to
contain enough water to cover the recumbent
bather. Therefore they are generally combined
What kind of accessories do you want near the
unsatisfactorily with a spray head budt into
sink?f
the wall above ,
~
BnthtLlb with shower and shower curtain.
Mirrors over it
Bathtubs thus extended generally are com
S J\I r'rrors with lights Almost essential; the
bined with a sprd y head built into the wall
lights should be either above the mirror or on
above or fixed at the end of a flexible cable
both sides, not just one side, of the mirror.
to make a shower. Refinements are available
o A full-length mirror nearby
to widen the realm of possible sprays, or to
[j Small, movable mirrors Helpful to see the
reduce the likelihood of sudden changes in
side and back of your head.
water temperature while you are under it.
Shelves or cabinets Useful for ointments,
Some of the spray can be kept in the tub and
medicines, toothpaste, and shaving cream .
off the floor by a curtain which will flap
Holders for soap
around YOLl .
Holders for toothbrushes
Bathtub with shower and glass doors Sliding
Holders for razors
glass or plastic doors do a better joo of keep
o Holders for towels
ing the spray in the tub, but they render half
Holders for facial tissue
of the tub inaccessible.
Convenience outlets for razors, toothbrushes,
Fiberglass htbs with shower These are ob
and the like
tainable as one-piece units with shower en
Storage for towels
closures. They are cheap and easy to install
Storage for household cleaners
except in old hOllses fNhere there may be no
doorway large enough to get them through.
Do you want many sinks or few? How many can
C Tiled stal! shower If a stall is large enough
you afford?
(a t leas t 3' square) it provides a more comfort
One or more near various public areas for in 
able shower than one in a tub though not the
dividual llse
possibility of sitting down or soaking . Glass
One near each sleeping Clrea
or plastic doors work much better here than
[J One or more shared near sleeping areas
on a tub, though curtains are often used for
economy. Tile showers look good, are perma 
Where will people wash their whole bodies.
nent and (lfe easy to clean, except for the
joints . They are also relatively expensive.
o Near sleeping or dressing areas
Plastic laminate stall shower Relatively cheap,
o Near more-public areas As situated, for
though comer joints can leak.
example, In Charles Moore's house in Orinda .

o
o

White
Other The variety of sinks is wide and can
be seen at a plumbing showroom.

o

o

o
o
o

o
o

o

o

o
o

o

l

o

o
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o

Metal stall shower Cheap, and looks it.
Rusts, except for stainless steel, 'Nhich looks
nice, is not cheap, and can "'.Jatcr spot.
o One-piece fiberglass stall shower Seamless,
and so doesn't leak; easy to install in new
houses, often difficult in old houses because
of its size.
Sauna This choice, like the ones "."hich follow
belo\-", depends upon the assumption that
bathing be an aspect of relaxation . A sauna is
a wood-hned room which can be heated to
over 200 0 to induce perspiration which is then
meant to he washed off in a cold shower or
plunge, though the Finns sometimes roll in the
snow.
o Steam uatl1 Similar to a sauna, but based on
steam rather than dry heat.
C Japanc~e bath Thi~ is a large tub of very hot
.... ater for relaxing in afte r washing.
S wimrning pool or plunge, i,tdoors or out
A more usual alternative to bathing as an as
pect of relaxation, it too is gene rally augment
ed by a tub or shower, and most often is kept
at ;:-oom temperature or just above. For a
piu:1ge, any size larger than a 6'-diameter is
acceptabie . For serious swimming at least a
40'-length is usually sought. Construction can
be of poured or sprayed-on concrete or alu
minum or fiberglass, sometimes lined with
piastic, above or below the ground.
Rela:rat{on after the bath Benches, ham
mocks, mats, chaise longues, deck chairs.

o

f4':-.r

o

o

What is your attitude toward privacy in the
bath?

o

o
o

Corr.plete privacy Offers the security of a
small space, and the sense that you cannot be
seen.
A bath with a view Offers openness to a
large indoor space or to the outdoors.
A bath large enough for more than one person
Affords the company of your family and
friends .

What accessories do you need for your bath?

o

Places for sponges, soap, shampoo, bath oils
brushes
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o Places to hang towels and washcloths
[] Places to store towels
Do you want many baths or few?

C O'le near every sleeping and dressl·ng area

o
o

One or more shared between sleeping and
dresslr:g areas
One or more Hear public areas

\Vhat kmd of toilets do you ~"ilnt?

o

Standing on the floor [n the United States
toilets arc designed as basins meant to be S8t
on at a height of about 14". A space of 30"
wide and at least 48" long is required for their
use, and to clean around them. Behind the
bowl is a tank which holds water, which is
released into tile bowl after its usc, usually
with a spinning motion \-vhich aids in the
washing away of wastes into a continuation of
the water system.
D' Hung from the wall Nlore expensive to in
stall, but easier to clean around. It is also more
flexible, since it allows the toilet seat to be
higher than standard, for ease of risi ng, or [ow
er, for improved elimination, according to
some hygienists. Those who favor lowering it
approve of the system used in some countries
-notably in Asia-which puts the receptacle
even with the floor. Enough Americans are
panicked by this idea to restrict the use of such
a fixture here.
o Special types The method of flushing also
includes a number of options, from eliminating
the tank in favor of a special valve - usually
restricted to larger buildings than a hou·se-to
various alternatives which reduce odor and
noise. Our experience has been that few fancy
toilets work so well as the standard, inexpen
sive ones.

What do you want to combine the toilets with?

o

Nothing Almost always in our society priva
cy is desired for elimination; if you prefer com
plete privacy, even from washing and bathing,
then your toilet should be kept separate.

I

I'

shing Can be an econom1cal combination
especially when providing these facilities near
public areas.
'ashing Gl;d bathing The standard way,
economical of space.
\Alhat do you want near the toilets-

o

Toilet paper It should be carefully located,
generally low on a nearby wall.
o Reading material Favored by some .
;:J Toilet cleansers Can be conveniently stored
near the toilets where they are needed; the
storage space can also accommodate extra
tOilet paper.
lA/hat other water sources do you need.

o

Drinking fountains
Sinks for hobbies Photography or rlowe
potting, for example.
Sinks for household cleaning
Hose bibbs For washing cars and windows
and watering plants .

o
LJ

hat kind of waste disposal facilities win you
use?

:::J Nl unicipal sewers The waste from each of

o

these fixtu res will have to flow away from
them -downhill- in pipes standardly 4" in
diameter, much larger than the pipes which
brought the water. If the municipal sewer can
be found only above the house, then sewage
must be pumped up to it. The pumps are
expensive-several hundred dollars-but·
available. The municipal authorities will als()
be concerned about ground or stonn water
which will have to be led in trenches or chan
nels or gravel-filled trenches-called French
drains-or across sloping ground to where it
can proceed downhill from your propert
without endangering neighboring land.
Septic tanks These are large, sunken, con
crete boxes where bacteria consume the solid
waste . The liquid then flows into a system of
perforated pipes, or a series of underground
chambers from which it leaches into the soil.
The appropriate experts or officials must test
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your soil to determine its capacity to absorb
the liquid . Again, if suitable ground for leach
ing can only be found above the house, then
liquid sewage must be pumped up to it.

It is helpful to note that ali this delivery
and use of water and the disposal of water
born waste forms a continuous system,
downhill all the way, except when pumps
raise it. If you are of a visual frame of mind,
it should be helpful to make a linear diagram
which shows the continuousness of this sys
tem and pinpoints the places where it inter
sects the other continuous systems we shall
describe, such as the one which brings in
food and takes out garbage . As you imagine
these continuous systems, you can cop-sider
tL~ economic and intellectual advantages of
shortening and clarifying them . The Patio of
the Orange Trees adjoining the cathedral at
Seville presents a famous instance where the
path of the water being led to the orange
trees forms the basis for the visual order of
the design. (1) The internal water distribut
ing system of a house, hidden largely in
pipes, is unlikely to produce that much visual
drama, but the chance to make it clearer
to the mind (as well as cheaper) ren1ains.
Air
Another system of paths, even less visible
than the water in its pipes and channels, is
made by the air as it drifts through our
houses, or is warmed or cooled by machines
and then blown through.
The visible evidence of air moving
through houses; especially in the heat of the
summer, has been a source of pleasure for a
long time. Thin curtains blowing at the
windows, a fan in the ceiling gently turning,
the airborne sound of buzzing bees, the scent
of lilacs drifting in the open window-all
enrich our enjoyment and deepen our com
fort, while, for centuries, the source of

warmth radiated from an open fire has been
almost synonymous with the concept of
/thorne ." By now, the temperature and even
the amount of air, cooled or heated, which
is delivered to us through ducts or pipes
(and for our present purposes we will con
sider piped water in heating and cooling
systems as part of the air paths) is far more
precisely controlled, and the rich overtones
are gone .
Also included with the paths of air are the
filters and stops which control sun and
sound and smell and exclude airborne in
sects . iThe controls with the longest histories,
like screened porches, awnings, shutters, and
chimneys, conjure up linages of their own,
not yet-for most of us-marked by ducts
and dampers, though an aesthetic of ducts
and conduits does animate some modern
architecture, notably that of a British group
called Archigrarn .
How do you want to capture cooling breezes?

he house, and unw()nted :'lOises and burglars
arc readily excluded. The temperature is cho
sen, not chanced on, and air circulation can
be closely controlled. These units can be com
bmed with the furnace and share Its ducts or
pipes. In centr~l air-conditioning systems there
is a condenser, generally about 3' in diameter,
with a fan blowing up, which must be put out
side or on the roof. It is connected through
pipes preferably under 50' long with the chiller
unit. The pipes, or especially the ducts, de 
scribe another path through the house. Again,
economy, with its conceptual as well as mone
tary justifications, occurs when the pattern is
clear and spare.
:J Room air conditioners These fit into win
dows or, if you prefer not to lose the light Jnd
view, into a wa ll. They are reiatively inexpen
sive.
C Windows Old-fashioned; often very pleas
anti inexpensive.
o Some of each An option is to count on the
breezes until they give out, then turn on the air
conditioning as a last resort, so you prepare
yourself either way.

CJ Orienting the openings

The difficulties of
capturing an errant breeze are compensated for
by the delicious reward of the breeze itself. If
you want to capture breezes, you should dis
cover which way they are likely to come from,
then make use of the Venturi principle . Orient
small openings to windward, so the breezes
can build up and rush in. Place larger openings
to leeward through which the air can flow,
speeded up as it joins breezes blown over the
top of the building.
Other techniques For hot desert climates
especially, there is a whole tradition of ways to
lead the dry air past pools Of plants, so that
evaporation from them will cool the breeze.

o

hat kind of cooling system do you want?

o
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Central air conditioning To create eternal
spring. Especially in very hot or muggy cli
mates, or in densely populated or dirty or
noisy places, this has the approval of almost
everyone. Air can be cleaned before it gets in

If you want to capture the winter sun, how?

o

o

South-facing and partially enclosed spaces
outdoors In most climates, the fickle winter
sun is the cold-weather counterpart of sum
mer's breezes. The wannth of it on your face
in a sheltered space outdoors is delicious and
he chance to sit in it to read or nap is much to
be prized .
South-facing windows The warming rays
of the sun come through gJass- though its
ultraviolet rays which provide a suntan come
only through special glass-and are undeterred
by the insubting glass which helos keep the
wann air inside. Its presence can markedly re
duce winter fuel bills and add to the pleasures
of winter habitation. Note, however, that in
the summertime, south-faCing windows will
admit more sun and therefore more heat than
you probably want. There are several ways to
cope with this problem. One, obviously, is to
install movable awnings. Another depends

upon the fact that in the winter the sun is low
in the sky and in summer it is high; so perm3
nent sunscreens or caves can be placed above
windows in a way that allows the sun to enter
during the winter months, but to be blocked in
the summer. Still another way - perhaps the
most natural Jnd picus()nt of all- is to plant
deciduous trces outside south-facing windows.

but open to thc chJ.rge th.Jt its manuFacturer is
polluting .lir or water somewhere. You can
hear the argur.lents from your local utilities
unci weigh them agJinst costs in your Jrctl.
Do you want a constant temperature everywhere,
or variations!

o

What kind of heating syste::n do you v·;ant?

o

o

Radiant Radiation sends heat from a
warmer surface to a cooler one-you. It is
independent of the intervening air temperature,
even as the sun warms us through the absolute
cold of outer space, or as a fireplace warms us
in a cold room.
Convecting Convection warms the air
Clround you, either by its being blown Clt you
from the place it was warmed up, or by pass
ing over warmed pipes . In spite of its n~me, a
radiator 'Norks by convection.

o

What kind of ci rCUla tion system do you want for
the heat?

o

o
o

Hot air Heated air is sent through ducts
to registers in each room and returned to the
furnace through one or more additional regis
ters .
Hot water This is sent in pipes along base
bOJ.rds, or In radiant surfaces like floors and
ceilings.
Electric This uses resistance wires to heat
up wall or ceiling panels .

What kind of fuel will you use?

o
o

Gas
Oil

C Electricity
o Other These days the decision about fuel
has strong ~cological overtones, but there is
no clear winner. The cheapest fueL in most
areas, is oil or gas. Oil must be stored in tanks;
gas is not always available. Gas produces little
pollution; finer oils pollute less than heavier
ones- which often contain sulphur- but cost
more. Electricity is expensive, though its initial
costs are slightly less; it is clean at your house,
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The J.dvent of cen
tra! heating and air conditioning has made it
possible to have 70° everywhere at aU times,
·.vith all the comfort-a:1d :nonotony
that that implies .
Desirable variations The advent of central
heating has not destroyed the possibdlty of
"arying temperatures from room to room. One
of the devices for mapping dwellings has been
the patterns of heat and cold, especially in the
winter. Fireplaces have been focal points; evcn
the tapestries on palatial stone walls have been
there as much to provide a warmer surface and
a softer one, For sound control, as for their
decorative effect. Some places have been made
comfortable to SIt on cold nights, others only
comfortable to walk through . Japanese house
builders, on islands with extremes of tempera
ture, have framed their architecture with a
mind to the soggy summer, and they handle
the winters altogether sketchily; the occupants
huddle under quilts and light charcoal braziers,
the better to pursue some aesthetic goals. Lll
our houses the sun in our faces feels r.1uch bet
ter when we're a little chilly. But note that
there can be variations in temperature which
you don't want, like chilly air blowing down
from a cold window to where you want tp sit,
or hot air in summer rising to unventilated
high pockets where pe:-haps you want to be.
Constant temperature

What filters the air?

o

o
o

o
o

Windows
Screens
Bars
A1osquito nets
Other filters Filtering can happen at any

scale, through openings large enough to admit
people, but not horses, or small enough to
admit air, but not pollen. Windows augmented

by grills can be arranged to admit breezes
while they exclude intruders; provided with
screens, they can exclude flying insects while
they admit nir, Nfosquito nets around sleeping
places, for instance, can provide anotner line
of defense against the insects which bypass the
first filter. Sophisticated three-dimensional fIl
ters can be installed as part of your ventilation
system, even using electrostatic pressure to
trap pollution or dirt or moisture. Every exclu
sion, of course, impedes the desirable flow of
air and to some extent the amount of air
movement YOLI seek.
\A/hat kind of windows do you want?

o

o

Glass or plastic Glass is by far the most
l1su<l1 choice, but transparent or translucent
plastic is sometimes used where gl(lsS would be
particularly likely to break.
Single or double glazing Double glazing is
often used in rigorous climates, with :1 sealed
space between the two sheets to inhibit con
densation and improve insulation.
V\lood or metal frames Steel is strong but
must be painted, and the paint often flakes off.
Aluminum can be anodized to a dark gray or
bronze color. Metal frames in cold climates can
allow moisture to condense. \Nood cannot.
J

How do you want the windows to admit air.

o

Sliding horizontally This is generally the
most economical, since the frame doesn't have
to be so strong, and indeed the 6'8" high by
8' wide sliding glass door with an aluminum
frame usually provides the largest window for
the least money. Smaller sliding windows 3:-e
similarly economical.
o Sliding vertically Double-hung windows,
which slide vertically, are almost as economi
cal as windows that slide horizontally. They
generally come with sprlng-loaded reels for
keeping the sash at the desired height.
o Swinging from the side As c;]sements
which can swing out to catch air coming from
an angle.
D Swinging from the top As awnings. 80th
types of swinging windows require sturdy
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frames, in case they are caught by a sudden
gust of wind.
[] Vertical pivoting windows
C Hon·:ontal pivoting 7.uindoa;s 80th types
balance more easily than swinging Windows,
but they pose almost insoluble problems of
insect screening.
Fixed glass Some ;)[chitc(ts ve mtlde
.:t point of sep;] rating tne g~ass- for seeing
through - from the opening for <1 ir, which
comes then through separat<! lOll vcrs. This aids
in excluding rainstorms and burglars and al
lows you to look oul through gbss lInm:Jrrcd
by Insect screening. But it Inserts a cu rious de
nial, making it impossible to open up dircc~ly
to the outdoors and its breath of air.
E] Storm windows A GlSlI(llty of the develop
ment of sea!ed Joubie gl()ss ptlnes nas been
storm windo\-vs, which in some places used to
rerlace insect screening for the winter months.
Though their insta!lation ',,,'as an annual pain,
the ceremonial marking of the passage of
the seasons, the change whIch came with the
added brightness when the sc~eens were re
moved, c1nd-sometimes-the extra p:lttcrn of
another set of mullions pro\'ided another de
vice for enliven!ng the act of habitation. In
deed, in some instClrtccS, the space between the
inner and the oute;- glass is carefully formed
and takes on a life of its own, as in a window
greenhouse or Alvar Aalto's Vuokscnniskt:!
Church in [matr3, Finland. (2.)

o

na

How do you want to f!!ter the sound that goes
with the air?

o

Compromise Most of the sounds that sur
round us <lnd drive us wild are airborne,
though some are telegraphed through struc
tures, or drummed through solid walls. The
best way to keep (1 wall from allowing sound
to pass is to mJke it heavy. The best way to
block airborne noise is to block the air. Even
a keyhole or the crack ()round ;). door lets some
sound through. Since stopping the sound is in
conflict with many of the demands for comfort
based on the passage of warm or cool air, the
conflict has to be resolved by careful compro

mise. Remember that sounds arc made not
only by loved ones, but as well by cars, trucks,
and airplanes outside. The acousticians'
concept of "white sound" or "acoustical per
fume" is worth noting here: YOll might well
want to drown out unwanted sounds with, say,
a fountain or a fan, rather than trying against
all odds to exclude them .

Paper
For most of us, the path of paper coming
into and out of our houses is at flood tide.
Mountains of mail (important and junk),
magazines, daily newspapers, wrappings,
boxesl cartons, all conspire to swamp us.
The fight to identify survivors in the flood
(licenses, letters, lists) occasions an almost
daily crisis in most houses . You must plan to
keep this flood within its banks, to establish
a path along which paper will travet rescue
points.. storage arrangements, and an easy
way out for the waste. The reservoirs for
storage have to be large enough to let the
paper pile up during periods when there is
no time to sort it. The following places
should be seen as points on a path. Again,
economy suggests a simple and clear
passage.
How does the paper come in?

o
o

o

Newspapers delivered
Mail delivered
Carried in by you

What do you do with it, and where?

o
o
o

Sort it
Read it
File it
·0 Write on more paper in response to the
message on the incoming paper
o Display it
o Throw it away The sorting and reading
areas may be of special importance to some
people, who should consider these places for
comfort, adequacy, and even view. The display
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of anythtng important, like the children's draw
ings, gives added point to the whole process.
The throwing away may have to be drama
tized with a giant mouth or a chrome waste
can to speed the puper's departure.
For the paper that goes away, how does it go?

o
o
o

Mailing
Recycling
Disposing A trash bin is essential, and a
fireplace or incinerator can be helpful.

Who takes it away? From where? To where?

o
o

o

You
Municipal garbage service
Private garbage service In our country the
surest sign of housing for poor people, or of
poor housing for middle-income people, is the
uncontrolled accumulation of paper and trash.
Figuring out what to do with yours to avoid
frustration from children, dogs, raccoons, and
the sheer hopelessness of trying to cram too
much stuff into too little space deserves high
priority in planning your house.

Food
The tides of foodstuffs into our houses and
out again are generally under conSiderably
closer control than the tides of papers. For
one thi ng, we pay for the food, so we are
careful. But the food bulks large, and sacks
of it are heavy. So a clear path affects
economies of effort here, too.
Where does the food come from?

o

o

o

Carn'ed by you from up the street to where
it will be stored.
Carried by you from your car to where it
will be stored.
Delivered by someone who may arrive
when you are not at home.

Where in the house does it go?

o

Somewhere to be sorted Foods which need
refrigeration can then be given it quickly, and

other foods can go where they belong. The
need for economy on this path will manifest
itself to you every time you come home from
the supcnnarket. For most of us it is the trip
from the automobile to the kitchen counter
which should be most carefully mapped.

o

Where will it be stored?

o

A refrigerator

Provides space for shortterm cold storage, and some for long-term
storage in the freezer compartment. Refrigera
tors can stand upright, or they can be bought
to fit under a 36" -high counter. They arc usu
ally 25" deep, and their widths vary with their
capacity, from about 2411 up.
o A freezer Freezers have tra~itionally come
as chests opened from the top, but that type is
giving way to freezers shaped like a refrigera
tor, with doors on the front. These lose their
cold air more quickly when you open them,
but are more economical of space . They come,
too, with a variety of devices for making,
storing, and even tumbling out ice cubes.
o Shelves The standard kitchen format
restricts these food storage areas to the space
under the counter (2'-deep shelves which must
be burrowed into from a kneeling or crouching
position) and, better, the shelves above the
counter, usually at about 55" and 67", with
one at 79" available to tall people. These are
standardly shallower than the shelves below
the counter, about 15 11 deep, so they are more
convenient, but there are usually too few of
them .
D Bins Useful for storing loose foods, such
as potatoes or onions.
o Canisters Useful for storing sugar, flour,
coffee, and the like.
D Spice racks
o Pantry storage Shelves not deeper than
1Z- can go from floor to head height or above,
so that the items stored will be visible. This
type of storage provides a useful and accom
modating arrangement for boxes and sacks and
cans of food . The shelves can be fronted with
cabinet doors; or for less money, with ordinary
doors to the floor; or even less expensively,
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they can be left open, to give householders so
inclined the chance to arrange the containers as
a changing display of color and shapes .
Liquor and wine storage Special pro
vision must be made for bottles of liquor. and
especially of winc, which should be on its
side in a cool place. Here, perhaps, a little
distance strengthens the ritual of choosing
a bottle.

Where will food be opened and prepared?

o

A counter Food has to be taken out of the
refrigerator or freezer or off the shelf, put
somewhere while you collect your thoughts,
then opened, or washed, or whatever it re
quires. This probably will happen on a counter
ncar the sink and, preferably, near the re
frigerator, too. This counter is the place for
any machines meant to change the shape of
food by beating, chopping, mixing, pureeing,
or liquefying it. And it is the place as well to
discard the packages in which the food has
come. Standard height is 36" above the floof,
higher if you are tall, lower if you are short.
If you want to sit down for this part of the
food preparation, you can have a surface at
desk height-Z8 n or 29"-with a place for your
knees beneath. Alternatively, of course, you
can have a high stool.

How will food be heated up?

o
o

Gas
Electricity

What kind of burners do you prefer?

o

o

Ones combined with one or two ovens to
make a standard stove
Ones mounted in the counter

What kind of oven or ovens do you prefer?

o
o

One or two in a standard stove
One or two mounted under or above the
counter The advantage of separate ovens lies
in the chance to put them high enough so they
can be looked into and their contents removed

or put in without stooping. Ovens under burn
ers are harder to stoop down for, but they
save space, and generally cost less. Some one
piece stoves come with an eye-level oven
above and another oven below.

o

be gotten rid of here .

o
o

\rVhat other cooking devices do you want?

o
o
o
o
o

Where is the food eaten?

tNhere it is prepared

When speed or
effortlessness dictates, this can be done by
people standing or sitting or perched on high
stools.
o A special place for eating This should
be close to where the food is warmed; if this
place is uSl!d for breakfast and lunch, most
people would prefer it to be in the sun, hope
fully with a pleasant outlook. More extended
dining, on the other hand, falls into the realm
of onstage ritual or improvisation in a room.
Ritual here carries images of a table big enough
for everyone, with at least 2' of perimeter per
person to be scrv..ed, enough sp[lce to get there
and maneuver a chair, as well as a place
for serving. The conditions of this space can
be carefully set: is the view- if you want one
- visible after sunset? Can the lights be con
trolled? Improvisation also suggests the chance
to e;It where the mood allows, outdoors, or by
the television, or in the greenhouse, or in
bed; it requires encouragement or suggestion:
tables outdoors, for instance, can increase
the likelihood of people's eating there.
What is the fate of what remains?

o

Restorage of usable leftovers
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Trash cans for the rest of the llnLlsable
leftovers
Trash compactors for the rest of the Wl
usable leftovers Here again our path inter
sects with the monumental trash problem .
We have excess food, and the annatures it
comes on (bones and corn cobs and the like)
and the often wet and gooey paper and plastic
and metal it came in. The food in many houses
is ground lip in a disposal mechanism in the
sink and washed away, but the armatures and
packings stay as trash. Trash compressors,
still rare and expensive, are now on the market
to squeeze down this problem. But usually
an easy, convenient, and sanitary path, with
storage reservoirs enroute, must be found
to get the garbage, with a minimum of odor
and mess, away from the cooking area and out
of the house, to a place where it can safely
be given to someone else-a garbage collector,
not dogs or rats or children.

Toaster
Coffee pot
Electric frying pan
FOr!due pot
Other There is a vast assortment of cook
ing devices for specific purposes, and these C~n
be located with considerable flexibility, though
almost all of them require electricity. They can
even be at the pla.ce !Vhere the food will be
eaten .

o

Removal of unusable leftovers by Cl garbage
disposer in the sink Only certain remains can

Dishes and other cooking utensils
A path closely related to that of the food is
that of the vessels it is prepared in or served
on. These vessels, as well as glasses, flat
ware, and utensils of silver, pewter, copper,
and glass are, for some, of great importance,
made with great care, and cherished . Others
prefer to eat from paper plates. Dishes arrive
in the house infrequently enough to let us
assume that they are already there. But there
is nevertheless their storage to consider.
Where will you store dishes, flah....are, cooking
utensils, vases, and ashtrays?

o

On shelves where they can be seer! by
visitors and by you These might be in the
main rooms of your house or in the area where .. "
the food is going to be put on them . They
might be on open shelves or behind glass.

o

In cabinets where they are not on display
The main concern, then, is for convenience to

the point where they will be used and to the
point where they will be washed.
o Hanging from pegs or racks This is fa
vored by some for pots and pans.
o Dividcd among the locatiolls where they
will be used This di vision should occur if
there is a s~parate bar or service kitchen or
dishwashing area, or if you arc anxious to
separate vessels destined for special occasions
from those you use everyday.
o In, or out of, reach of children So they
can help; or so dishes can be safe from them .

objects, and even occasionally as art, a
characteristic of most of the cloth in our
houses is that it is generally collected,
washed and dried, put away, and used again,
and so it describes a chartable path through
the house .
What happens to clothing when it first cnte:-s
the house?

o

Where will you use the dishes!

o 011

a counter or table near the sink For
preparing food and serving it.
On buffets, tables, counters or laps
At bars, at the bedside, at coffee tablcs

o
o

Where will you wash the dishes?

OAt sinks or dishwashers

Here the dishes
cross the path of the water.

Then how will you conveniently store the
dishes again?

o
o

Proximate You should be able to replace
them on their shel ves or hooks without a walk
with each dish.
Collected for storage If you want to store
dishes far from where they are going to be
washed, a tea tray, a dumbwaiter, or even a
simple tray might be used . rf it is a tray, there
must be a place to put it-loaded-at each
end of its trip . If it is a tea tray, with wheels,
there must be maneuvering room for it and
storage space .

Clothing and linen
Next to food and water, perhaps the most
familiar elements of domesticity are the
pieces of cloth which we use to clothe us,
or to surround us, in bed or out, or to dry
our bodies or other objects . Though pieces
of cloth qualify sometimes as light control
at windows, sometimes as purely decorative
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o

it's taken off A place to put outer gar
ments when you enter is required in most cli
mates . In cold climates, the gannents can be
very bulky and require extensive space on
hooks or in a closet. The coats may be drip
ping with rain or snow and require provision
for the water to drain off, and they may be
accompanied by hats and umbrellas, also
soaking ';"et. In some climates the snow or rain
you bring in may be mixed with mud, espe
cially on your outer footwear, suggesting the
provision of a special "mud room" with a
waterproof floor and a place to sit down and
remove the offending gar.nents.
It is stored temporarily If you patronize a
commercial laundry, then packages of clean
clothes and garments on hangers may be one
of the most frequent deliveries at your house .
If you want provision for deliveries to be
made when you are not at homc, you should
p lan for that .

Where does the clothing go for longer-term
storage?

o

Into closets

Some clothes hang on hang

e~s, others more easily lie on shelves or· in

drawers: To be really precise about sizes you
should measure your own garments, folded or
hung as you like them . The rule of thumb is
that closets accommodating gannents on hang
ers must be at least 2' deep . The standard
provision is for a pole about 5'6" above
the floor, which should accommodate your
longest garments, though it leaves considerable
wasted space below shorter ones, like jackets
or shirts, and some wasted space above as
well. One simple economy is to put a rod as

high as you can comfortably reach, then put a
rod for part of its length below it, so that
shorter garments can be doubled up. You
should also consider alternati ve ways of hang
ing up clothes-slits, rods, or clips for storing
trousers, skirts, and other pieces of clothing
which do not have to be on hangers . Many
articles of clothing can be folded and kept
in drawers or, even more simply, on shelves .
These drawers or shelves do not normally need
to be more than 18" deep, so space is lost
if they arc mixed with the hanging space, but
still other items, such as shoes, hats, purses,
and umbrellas, might be fitted into the still
e.mpty space above and below the hanging
clothes . The issue of closure for the closets
also stirs debate. One recourse is to leave
them open . Another is regular swinging doors,
but these require space in the adjoining room .
Sliding doors hide half the closet at anyone
time . Bi-fold doors are convenient and fairly
inexpensi ve, but to some they look it. Curtains
flap into the way. The old-fashioned walk-in
closet, entered through a single door, pro
vides a surprisingly effective combination
of enclosure and ease of access to the contents.
But it takes more space than any other alter
native. Your decisions should include what
kind of closet you need and how big;. you can
best judge by measuring what you have and
adding a factor for growth .
Wardrobes
Chests of drawers

o
o

o

collecting it and perhaps 0. chute or cart to
take it to a central pbce.
To be washed on the premises The wash
ing can be ncar the places where the dirty
clothes collect or at the cnd of a chute from
those places.

How is it dried?

o
o

o

In a dryer They come gas or electric.
By hanging indoors Pcrm~lnent-prcss
garments, especially, need to drip-dry from
hangers. There needs to be a place for the
hangers and something underneath which will
not be damaged by water dripping onto it.
By hanging outdoors A nuisance, but
there is not yet a replacement for the sweet
smell of cloth which has dried in the sun and
breeze.

How does it get ironed?

o

On an ironing board It can be built in or
portable, in the kitchen or laundry room or
just about anywhere else you want.
o By being hand-blocked As sweaters should
be.
D Not CIt all By being permanent-press fabric.
How do you prefer to get it back?

o
o

With least effort, by washing and drying
it nearby
In a cart or dumbwaiter Laundry is heavy
and carrying it can be difficult.

Where should the closets be?

o In
o In

or near sleeping areas
or near bathing areas This is a question
of your habits - whether, for instance, you
bathe just before yo u dress-and of your
preferences- whether, for instance, you would
like to have your sleeping area free of clothes
or separate so where you sleep CJn be cold and
where you dress can be warm .

Where does the soiled clothing go?

o

Out of the house to a commercial laundry

In this case you'll want convenient stations for
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Another great part of household cloth
is bed linen, sheets, and pillow cases of
smooth fabric. The current sleeping prac
ti ce in the United States, as in much of the
rest of the world, requires soft horizontal
surfaces, mattresses, generally made with
'. Joam rubber or plastic, or of coiled metal
springs padded with co tton, supported a
few inches above the Hoar on a hard slab
or on metal springs, flat or coiled. Mat
tresses come in standard sizes. Mattress pads
are available, to keep the mattress dean,

for every size. So are sheets, either flat and
big enough to tuck in around or I/contour,/J
so that they fit neatly over either two or
four corners of the mattress. On top of
two sheets are piled blankets or quilts or
comforters, sometimes electrically wanned,
though the trend to unchanging room
temperatures may hasten the retiremen t
of some of these . Pillows of feathers or of
foam rubber or of Dacron are generally
added, covered with sheeting fashioned into
a pillowcase. Great care used to be lavished
on the embellishment of sheets and pillow
cases with tatting, crochet, or embroidery .
That embellishment is infrequent now but
a wide variety of available colors and
p atterns has replaced it.
The main problem today is that the rather
elaborate layering of bedclothes, and the
attendant assumption that not making the
bed is in some way reprehensible, leaves us
with a daily chore less and less appropriate
to the mood of machine-aided carefree
living prized by almost all of us. Perhaps
handsome washable sleeping bags will
free us from the daily chore, as well as the
attadunent to all those specific mattress
sizes .
J

DIn the Lau/1dry room
o Elsewhere
How will you get your bed linen to where it
will be washed?

o
o

o

Carry it
Put it down a chute
Cart it

How will you return it to its storage place?

o

o

Carry it
Send it up in a dumbwaiter
Cart it

Elaborate table linen has accompanied
elaborate bed linen into limbo. Not very
long ago tablecloths and napkins, like sheets
and pillowcases, prOVided the excuse for the
lavishing of prenuptial care. Now, not only
the embroidery has departed, but the table
cloths often have, too, replaced by paper
place mats and even napkins. To the extent
that either of these have become paper, they
follow the route of the paper flood tide .
Those which remain cloth describe a tribu
tary to the flow of other cloth through the
house .
Where will you store the table linen?

What size beds do you want? How many of each?

o
o

Cot 30" X 74"
Single bed 36 11 x 74"
o Twin bed 39 11 x 7411
o Three-quarter bed 48" x 74
o DoubLe bed 54 11 x 74 11
Each of the above is available long, usually 76" i
also available are;
Queen size 60" .x 76"
o King size 78" .l: 76"

o

o
o

In the cooking area
Near the eating area

How will you take it to the area where it can be
washed?

o

o
o

Carry it
Put it down a chute
Cart it

How will you wash and iron it?
Where will you store your bed linen?

o

o
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In the bedroom closet
In a linen closet

o
o

o

Send to commercial laundry
Wash and dry and iron it at home
Stick to permanent press

How will

o

o

o

YOll

bring it back to where it is stored?

Carry it, since there is little enough
Put it in a dum l.n.vClitcr
Cart it

Another branch of the cloth flow still very
much with us is the provision of towels for
the sinks and the baths. These run the
gamut from the fingertip towels (which are
meant to look destroyed after one using
and which unaccountably persist in powder
rooms) to the enveloping terry towels (bath
sheets) and robes which add pleasure to dry
ing;off after bathing. What they all have in
common is their need, after one or a few
uses, to be hrashed and dried .
Where are they stored?

OAt the bathing areas

o
o

Where they are washed
Elsewhere

Where are they used?

o
o

At sinks
At bathing areas

Since they are often used
repeatedly, they must be hung on racks so they
may dry out between wettings . Pipes make
useful racks; some are even heated, by running
hot water through them, to hasten the drying
of towels on them and to make the towels
themselves more pleasant to the touch.

How do they get to point of washing?

o
o
o

Carried
Carted
Chuted

Dumbwaitered

you gain from not having dirty laundry ly
ing all around. But remember, the laundry
for the average household still weighs a
great deal, and you should not condemn
yourself, by a lack of planning, to a life
time of lugging it.
Ele c trio ty
No charting of paths would be complete
without following the route of the electricity
whose passage animates your house . Its
influence is felt well beyond its own path,
since electricity broadcasts itself in arti
, ficial light, heat, recorded sound, and a
host of other ways . Unlike water, it doesnJt
show up unannounced: you have to make a
. deal with your utility company, or manu
facture it yourself.
In the United States two strengths of
electriCity are generally available : 110 volts,
for most household uses, and 220 volts, for
such heavy appliances as electric stoves and
some air-conditioning systems. In the case
of the 110 volts, the voltage comes in two
wires and the appliance connected to them
completes the circuit and turns on. The 220
volts come normally with three wiresJ and
again the appliance completes the circuit.
In an analogy with water, the volts are
electrical pressure. Ampsl or amperes, ~re
the amOLlnt of electricity, and watts, which
are volts multiplied by amps, represent the
", total flow. Each appliance carries a rating
in watts, and you are billed for the number
of watts, or kilowatts (1000 watts) you use
in a month . The electricity coursing through
your house is broken} for convenience and
safety, into separate circuits normally of
"-about 15 amps each, each of which allows
110 volts times 15 amps, or 1650 watts . If
you plug in appliances with more watts than
that, you overload the circuit, and a circuit
breaker snaps off the current to avert
catastrophe. Some circuits are heavier. to
l

J

Similarly, you should trace the path of
kitchen towels and any other pieces of
regularly washable cloth you plan on having
in your house . Once more, making the path
clearer has its own special virtues at least
eq~al to the day-by-day practical advantages
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accommodate the appliances which need
more electricity (220 volts, for inst~nce,
times 20 arnps is 4400 watts, more than
enough for an electric stove) .
Electric wire is quite cheap and nowadays
is generally concealed, so it can be argued
that its mere presence is more important
than the formal clarity of its path . The same
is t[ue for other wiring systems, telephone
and television, for instance. Nevertheless,
the opportunity remains, if you want it, to
make the paths the wires trace through
your house a visual and conceptual state
ment . The old-fashioned knob-and-tube
system, in which insulated wires ran ex
posed, held away from wood surfaces and
from each other by white porcelain fittings,
has been outlawed by nlost codes, and wir
ing is required in most places to be run in a
flexible conduit of metal or plastic or in
rigid metal pipes, so it is the conduit, fix
tures, and junction boxes, not the wire
inside, whose path you will make visible .
Many electric light fixtures are in about
the state of visual development reached by
the automobile in 1902, when the imitation
of the horse-drawn carriage was still ar
dently attempted. Pre~nt-day light fixtures
often try to ·imitate candles (in which case
the bright point sources can give pain to the
eyes), or they imitate lanterns or hurricane
lamps (in which case the light source, pre
sumably located so the wincf wonlt blow it
out, can be so deeply concealed that it af
fords little illumjnation) . The best hope
seems to lie in light sources large and dim
enough to avoid hurting the eyes, and in in
direct or shielded sources bright and efficient
enough to perform their tasks. Interestingly
the simple table lamp with a translucent
shade performs both of the functions ad
mirably.
The possibilities in the design of fixtures
and, especially, of the light they cast are
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almost unlimited . As welve noted, modern
design has not yet bestowed on light those
subtleties attendant on change of brightness
and quality and direction which natural
light affords. But artificial light does have
the power to create a mood (albeit a rela
tively unchanging one), to bring focus to a
space or suggest motion through it. The
present technician-led tendency is to demand
a level of light that is high and uniform,
like the 70° temperature of the house, ex
cept that the illuminating industry seems
annually to raise the required brightness
level.
Where is the electricity to come from?

o

o

A public power source Almost certainly.
Your own generator If you live in the boon
docks.

How will it arrive?

o On

o

overhead wires These are usually re
garded, justifiably, as environmental blight.
But if there aren't too many, and if the land
scape allows, they can have an expressive
function attesting the entry of power, an elec
tric attachment, to the rest of the world . An
early scheme of ours introduced a pylon to
receive the wires from overhead electricity and
telephone systems. If the wiring in the street is
overhead, you face a choice whether to have it
enter the house overhead from the pole, or to
go underground from the pole to the house.
The latter, of course, costs more, but bypasses
visual blight.
.
Underground If the public supply is under
ground, then of course your house can be sup
plied un~erground too, for electric and tele
phone wires.

Where does it arrive?

o
o

At a meter box It must be available to the
person who reads the meter.
Then at the main panel board It must

has to be removed. Virtue consists in pre
venting accumulation and facilitating re
moval.

be readily accessible to you when an overload
trips the circuit breakers.
Where does the system go?

o

To light sources Describe the places where
you want ligh t.
To convenience outlets The code will
usually demand that you have a double con
venience outlet centered on every 12' of wall.
Remember to provide not only for lamps and
fixed appliances, but for movable ones, such
as a vacuum cleaner, as well.
o To switches Include three-way and four
way switches when you want the capacity to
; turn lights off from a place different from
where you turned them on. Insist that switches
be conveniently loc~ted and easy to find. You
can, if you'd like, instaH a bank of switches,
perhaps by your bcd, to turn on lights all over
the house to detect or scare prowlers. You
may also be interested in low-voltage systems,
either for switches or for auxiliary lighting
outside. A low-voltage system requires trans
formers, but then operates on voltage pres
sure low enough to allow, for instance, direct
burial of wires without danger of short circuits
or fire.
D To dimmers The most obvious chance for
varying artificial light over a period of time.
D To doorbells and thermostats These use
low-voltage wires .

o

What other systems of wires are there?

o

o

o

Telephone With wires to all the ploccs
where a telephone might be desired or its long:
cord might be plugged in.
TV and FM antennas or cable television
Sound systems For music in whatever
rooms you desire it. Don't forget storage of
tapes and/or records.
Lightning rods

Dirt
A path maker as compulsory as water, but
far less desired, is dirt. It blows in or is
tracked into your house, then periodically
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How may dirt be kept out in the first place?

o

By filtering otltside air Instead of letting
it blow in naturally.
By providing mats, vestibtdcs or mud rooms
To intercept dirt being tracked in.

How may it be controlled?

o

o

By providing smooth surfaces
By minimizing objects to be dusted

You
may well deduce that having soft surfaces or
objects you enjoy around you is more impor
tant than minimum dusting .

How may it be removed.

D With
o With
o With
o With
o With

dust cloths or dusters
mops
brooms
carpet sweeper
vacuum cleaner Where will it be?
Together with its accessory parts and a dust
pan it should be stored near to the places
where it will be used. Or the vacuum cleaner
can be expanded, at some cost, into a system
built into the walls which pulls the vacuumed
dirt to a central place.

Where will the dirt be taken?

o

Washed down a sink From a wet mop. Do
you want a special sink?
.0 Removed with the trash If trash recepta
des can take sweepings.
o Specially taken to the disposal area When
vacuum cleaner bag is emptied, or a filter re
moved.
Again, paths planned in advance will save

hours later.

Automobiles
By fClr the widest pClth on your premises
(after the bulldozers have come Clnd gone)
will be made by your car, or cars. They are
much less flexible in their maneuvering
than are people on foot: they do not readily
go upstairs or mClke right-angle turns; and
they are big. The mClin question about their
presence is your attitude toward them: do
you love your cars and want them near you?
Or do you hate them and seek to mask their
presence? The unacknowledged ambivCllence
has confused and deadened many an Ameri
can suburban house.

o

In a garage

Here they can be dry, and
even warm, if YOll want to p.Jy for that. A
space at least 12' x 22' should be provided
for each car, so a double garage could be the
liJrgest room in your house. Docs that fit your
priorities? Or might it, if you used the garage
sometimes for other uses? Remember that the
car is about as continent as a large puppy, and
grease drips from its underside.

How will you get from car to your house?

o
o
o

Th.rough a service entrance
Through a main entrance
Along a passage This can put the cars
at arm's length, without sending you into the

rain .
How will the cars arrive at your house?

o

Never

If you really hate them, you can

stop them somewhere short of the house and
walk in.
On a driveway It must be st-raight enough
to move a car along it, and not too steep:
10% slope should be maximum, though where
there is no snow 15% is accepted by the brave .
The driveway can be narrow, no more than
10' wide jf you will not meet cars head-on
or have to back out of it. A circle with a di
ameter of 60' is needed to avoid backing and
filling .

o

Where will they arrive at your house?

o

At an entrance courtyard

Which might
be partly surrounded by the house and will
give onto main and service entrances.
OAt a garage What will visitors do if they
can't fit in the garage?
OAt a service entrance How will visitors get
to where you want them?
Where will you store your car or cars?

o
o

Outside Cars are built to stand it, but
deep snow fallen on them may be a nuisance .
Outside under cover Now only drifting
snow can trap them, and they can be entered
under cover during a rain stonn .
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Other objects
The possibilities for other objects to chart
a path to or through your house Clre just
about endless . We note five classes of ob
jects which may deserve your special con
sideration: we shall ask whether you have
them , then leave it to you to chart their
paths.
Some objects are sufficiently large to merit
special attention: skis, a lawn mowec bi
cycles, a grand piano, a set of drums, all
move their ways rather bulkily into the
house, requiring thought about their paths
in and out and to the place they are kept.
What large items must you accommodate?
What paths do they take? Where will they
be kept?
Some other objects require special atten
tion because they are treasured, and extra
care must be exercised to prevent their be
ing marred or broken or mislaid or stolen.
Collections ~ight lie in this category. What
treasures will you accommodate? What paths
will they take? Where will they be kept?
How will they be secured?
Some objects deserve special attenti~n
because they are of special interest to you,

or you have a large number of them, even if
theire not terribly fragile or valuable . If
you have a collection of books, for example,
you may want to keep them in a special
order. What objects of special interest will
you accommodate? vVhat paths will they
take? \I\' here will they be kept?
Other objects may get special attention
because their unattractive qualities earn
them a wide berth . Gym clothes after they
have been worn are eligible, or perhaps
your child collects snakes . What objects
in your house need isolation? What paths
will they take? Where will they be confined?
A ififth class of objects requires the con 
cealment which dirty books Llsed to get,
and may again. A bottle of blond hair rinse,
for instance, or a sack of marijuana may
require a special place safe from the children
or the cleaning lady or your nosier friends .
What objects in your house need conceal
ment? Along what paths will you hustle
them into concealment? How will you
furtively retrieve them?
A dul ts
S o far we have described only the paths
of things, and if we have been complete,
have mapped along these paths the machine~
and machine realms of your house . What
has only been hinted at so far are the
rooms, the empty stages which now require
your interpretation of what your actions
will be, and how you intend to occupy the
stages. What you need is to note carefully
y o ur preferences for the kinds of places
you want to be in . Doing this will bring up
such issues as: whether you will move
widely (sweep down the stairs), tightly
(squeeze into a niche), or not at all (be in
repose); whether yo u will be formally
dressed, informally dressed, or undressed;
therefore whether you will be in the mood
for display or seeking shelter from view;
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alone, with another, or in a group; indoors
or out, or at the edge; in a large or J small
Spi.lCC; served by mClchines or left to make it
on your own; surrounded by objects you
care for or free of them; quiet or tuned in
to the sound of others; warm or cool or
even hot or cold .
Then go through days you'd like to spend,
and ones you are likely to spend, noting in
terms similar to those above ho\v you would _
like to be in each room . Lees take, for ex
ample, the circumstances of a bath, for two
very different people .
One would like to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

sweep into the bath
be undressed
seek shelter from view
but be with another
be indoors, but at the edge of a terrace
be in a large space
be in a bright and open space with after
noon sun
8. be served by a giant tub surrounded
by warm walls of wood
9. be tuned in to the sounds of others
10. a n d be ho t.
Another might prefer to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
S.
6.
7.

squeeze into a tub
be undressed
seek shelter from view
be alone
be indoors
be in a small space
be in a shcltered space
8. be served by a bathtub free of objects
9. be quiet
10. and be hot.
This ten-point description should be re
corded for each action of the day (where
you'd like to be when you get up, go to the
toilet, dress, cook breakfast, eat breakfast,

wash the dog, fix the lawn mower, have a
glass of sherry, entertain a friend, forget
lunch, snooze, undress, sunbathe, bathe,
fix dinner, welcome friends, mix drinks,
relax on the terrace, eat dinner, talk to the
friends by the fire, bid them good-night,
leave the dishes, go to bed) . It should be
repeated to describe the actions of each
adult member of the family . Then it will be
helpful to make similar lists for the children
in the family, for guests, service people, and
pets . (We shall shortly note some special
circumstances for some of these groups.)
Next the lists must be added together, the
redundancies removed, and the conflicts
adjusted. You and your spouse, for instance,
don/t need separate fireplaces to sit in front
of together; but if you and your beloved
want to sleep together, one in a large sunny
room and the other in a dark cozy room,
there will have to be a compromise or someone/s clear-cut victory .
We keep this choreography abstract be
cause we want to avoid casting your actions
too quickly into stereotypes -for instance,
a living room, which would almost inevi
tably be compared with Mrs . Jones/s al
together admirable living room nearby, or
a family room which would be okay because
family rooms are in, or a morning room
which would not be okay because morning
rooms are out. The abstraction is also a
help, we reason, because some of the spaces
in the typical suburban house are neither
pleasant nor useful, and it would be helpful
to bypass them altogether, to save money
for spaces which might be inhabited with
more pleasure.
All the lists you will have made will not
give you enough information to determine
a single solution for your house . But you
should, with your lists and their combina
tion, be able to judge the number of separate
'fooms you need, and what they might be
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like. Then you can decide on the machine
domains you need, and organize them as we
have described, subjecting them to the test
of the lists, amending the scheme (or dis
carding it, and developing another) until
you have something that works . Keep try
ing . It is mc;)nt to be enjoyable, and as one
of Le Corbusierls last books notes in its
title, "Creation is a patient search. 1I
Children
The children in your family need special
lists made for them (or by them, if they are
old enough) . Children, remember, start out
life smaller than adults, in a far smaller
world, limited at first to their cribs, then
expanding as their mobility increases. Ex
periences of space and light and nlotion and
the opportunity for things to happen are all
new in their lives. Teachers of children in
slum areas note that environmental depriva
tion, the absence of experiences with the
world around them, is as crippling a limita
tion as the lack of food and formal educa
tion. That this sensual deprivation is not
limited to childhood or to poverty can be
attested to by adults who frequent Holiday
Inns . But the rewards for giving children the
chance to open up their senses should be
evident.
It is worth adding, too, that many children
grow big before they grow well coordinated,
and asking them to mince around in small
spaces hemmed in by delicate objects may
just be unreasonable. It is also true that
childhood is a period of rapid change, and
it doesn't do. to plan too precisely for the
requirements of a nine-year-old in a house
he may not move into until he is ten.

In vi ted gues ts
Still other choreographies are required for
each category of invited guests (your chil
dren's, or your own, for play or drinks or

bridge or dinner or a political meeting). It
is striking, as people describe their require
ments to their architects, what high priority
they generally put on how they entertain
-however infrequent those social occasions
(lre: IlJust two or three couples for dinner/'
or "Sixty for an occasional cocktail party ./I
What it amounts to, of course, is that an
important function of the house is display
of yourselves, and it is generally the invited
guests to whom the display is being made.
As you chart the movements of your guests
in the ten-part choreography, consider how
they move, what they see (and what you
hide from them), what they do, and how
you want them to react to your display.
The Japanese tea ceremony was a cele
brated instance of a highly ritualized de
velopment of the relation between host and
guest, controlled in time and space from
entry through a garden over carefully
placed stepping stones to a pavilion from
which all undesired clues had been banished
(3) so the display could be focused on be
havior, and on a few accessories of great
worth . Rooms in the Victorian house (4)
served similarly as a stage for display and
for ritualized behavior. with a rather larger
number of demonstrable objects used to
tip the guests off to one1s status and
concerns.
In our own deritualized lives, the clues in
the living room display may seem likeand they in fact may be, consciously or
unconsciously - false, store-bought for un
certain purpose, as impersonal as the furni
ture in the last motel room you stayed in.
If you mean to keep your guests at arm's
length, this resolutely unrevealing anonymity
may have real appeal. If you want to display
your concerns more particularly, but on a
stage apart from your family's lives, then,
of course, if you can afford the space, you
have that option. But the setting should be
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complete, because if, for instance, your
guests seek the toilet, you might be embar
rassed to let them backstage. On the other
hand you n1ay want the life you live and the
life you shure with your guests to merge .
In this way you can show them what you
cherish and let their own patterns coincide
with yours, maybe even when you cook or
when you bathe. One of the chief issues
as you choreograph your guests' patterns
is how closely they really do coincide with
your own. How open with them do you
want to be? How open with your possessions
and your own patterns of life?
Service people
With service people, if you ever have any,
as with guests, an important issue is the
intimacy, the congruence, of their move
ments with your own. Old houses often had
back stairs to provide a circulation route
for the servants. Also the routes of food and
garbage, of dishes, of cloth, and of paper
wastes which used to be presided over by
servants were kept separate fron1 the ownerls
paths. This may be why these routes still
receive such scant attention . Try the ten
point choreography on your service people,
and see if it modifies the patterns of your
house .

The uninvited
A rather special group, to which you n~ed
not apply the whole ten-point test, is the
uninvited; the burglars and marauders and
vandals. The main issue here is how exten
sively you want to guard against them . The
available devices include walls, locks, bars
and electrified systems which either ring
a bell or phone the police or both when an
intruder (or anyone else) forces a window
or enters an area rendered sensitive. The
price you pay is in money (several hundred
dollars for a complete system) and in

nuisance (most acutciy experienced when
you inadvertently set off the alarm yourself).
The payoff, of course, is a sense of security .
Other warning devices, to detect fire or
smoke or a malfunctioning furnace or power
supply, may in some situations seem more
to the point than protection against burglars.
And if you are primarily worried about your
possessions, adequate insurance may provide
more security than "Jny system of sirens or
bells.
Pets

One last special group to be choreographed
is you; pets: do you have dogs, cats, horses,
rabbits, mice, goats, or other animals about
the house? Will you limit their paths with
fences or cages or pens or leashes or screen
doors? Or can they be trained so that
physical restraints become unnecessary?
Where will their paths cross the paths of
food and dishes? Where will their waste join
the path of waste, water-borne or otherwise?
When will their paths coincide with those of
family members? How will they be sheltered
from the elements?
Images
When you have charted all the paths of
water, air, paper, food, dishes and other
cooking utensils, clothing and linen, elec'- .
tricity, dirt, cars, and other objects, then
have choreographed the paths of adults. chil-.

dren, guests, service people, pets and the
uninvited, and have sought the patterns in
the intersections of all of them, you are left
with the task of overlaying on all this the
cast of your dreams . Then you can make a
house which not only works but is in the
mood you want it to be . This is to say not
only that the rooms and machine domains
are the right ones for you and at the right
places, but that they feed your fantasies
as well and make you feel at horne (or
however you want to feel).
Thus complete is the method we proffer
for making a house you can care for: chart
the paths of the things that go through
your house, and of the people who will live
'n it; decide how many rooms and machine
domains will accommodate all those, then
squeeze and combine and pare until the
place seems about as big as you can afford.
Try the ways the rooms can fit together
(there aren/t velY' many), the ways they
relate to the machine domains, and the
way the whole fits the site; then when your
try doesn't seem quite right, try again,
not forgetting to honor your own images.
Finally, it should feel right, able to receive
you and to feed your enthusiasms. 1£ when
you have done all this you feel unsure about
your capacity to realize your scheme in
technical terms, seek someone with the
expertise to help you- but don't let him
"stifle your dreams.
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